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Sponsored elder Hortensia
stands outside her home
in Guatemala, holding her
cherished Bible.

CROSSING THE THRESHOLD
INTO ANOTHER’S REALITY

T

he same door can represent both the freedom to enter and the
freedom to exit. At Unbound we understand that. Every time a new
sponsor enters our community of compassion, a child, youth or elder
exits a world of hopelessness.
In his January prayer intentions for the Year of Mercy, Pope Francis
touched on a door of a different kind, and one too many today seem eager
to keep closed. He asked for prayers that “sincere dialogue among men and
women of different faiths may produce the fruits of peace and justice.”
Happily, in the communities where Unbound works, the fruits the pope
speaks of are often realized. Our sponsored members and their neighbors
of different religious backgrounds continually teach us that when we
get to know people as human beings instead of “others,” we learn to
celebrate what we have in common and not to fear our differences.
We hope you enjoy this edition of Unbound Spirit and we hope it invites
you to reflect on the doors in your own life. May they be opened when
needed and may you have the grace to walk through.

About Unbound:
Unbound is an international
nonprofit founded by lay
Catholics grounded in the
Gospel call to put the needs of
the marginalized and vulnerable
first. We build relationships of
mutual respect and support that
bridge cultural, religious and
economic divides. We invite all
people of goodwill to join us.
Nidia Azurdia, an Unbound social
worker in Guatemala, holds 8-yearold sponsored child Aura Marina
during a visit to the girl’s home.
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THROUGH HOLY DOORS
to graced encounters

A

Put another way, like Pope Francis,

Dan Pearson, international programs

Unbound believes that those living in

director for Unbound, said visiting the

material poverty and those with the means

homes of sponsored persons and their

to help them need one another.

families has broadened his worldview.

The urgency of that mutual need was illus-

“Each year I visit the homes of dozens of

trated on Nov. 29 when, more than a week be-

sponsored families,” he said. “The families

n Unbound sponsor stands just outside a bamboo door of a small dwelling in a

fore the “official” door-opening at the Vatican,

are randomly selected and the visits are

village in the central Philippines. She has traveled thousands of miles to be there

the pope ceremonially opened the unassuming

unannounced. The purpose is to assess

after months of anticipation. Her sponsored child and his parents wait just inside

wooden holy doors of the Bangui Cathedral in

the quality of the experiences families are

the Central African Republic. That the pope

having in the sponsorship program. These

the small house, smiling their welcome.

would choose a humble

visits are humbling opportunities to enter

steps through the door and into the home,

church in a war-torn, im-

briefly into the reality of another person,

somehow knowing that her world is about to

poverished nation for his

to see the world from the perspective of a

be forever changed.

first door-opening was a

sponsored family.”

Feeling excited and nervous, the sponsor

significant — and unmis-

On Dec. 8, Pope Francis stood outside an

That act of entering into the reality of

ancient set of doors in St. Peter’s Basilica, sur-

takable — statement of

another — in a sense crossing the thresh-

rounded by hundreds of people. Performing

solidarity with those living

old of their life — is transformative. Pope

a ritual dating back to the 14th century, the

on the margins.

Francis believes that for those who profess

pope solemnly pushed the ornate doors open

It was also a reiteration

to follow Christ, it’s essential.

and walked through, officially inaugurating

of something Francis has stated repeatedly

the Holy Year of Mercy.

and in many ways since his election in 2013:

thing abstract, but profoundly concrete,”

the most profound encounters with God

the pope said in 2013. “It means seeing

are not found in splendor but in humility.

in every person and face the Lord to be

In his homily prior to opening the doors,
the pope spoke of the symbolism of the event.

“To love God and neighbor is not some-

Many who have participated in Unbound

“To pass through the holy door,” he said,
“means to rediscover the infinite mercy of the

served, to serve him concretely.”

awareness trips can testify to that. Sponsors

In this Holy Year of Mercy, Unbound

Father who welcomes everyone and goes out

who visit the homes

offers thanks for the many concrete ex-

personally to encounter each of them.”

of sponsored fami-

pressions of service we are privileged to

lies often speak of it

witness within our worldwide community

encountering others is a central theme of the

as a life-changing

of compassion, and the many “holy doors”

papacy of Pope Francis. It’s also important

experience. Each

these acts enable us to walk through.

to Unbound.

of these homes

The concept of encountering God through

We’re thankful to pastors and their par-

has, in a sense,

ish communities for opening their doors

human being is at the heart of Unbound’s

its own “holy

to the priests who preach for Unbound.

work. It impacts every decision we make

door,” (even when

We’re thankful to sponsors for opening

and is reflected in our conviction that there’s

there is no actual

their hearts to those in need. And we’re

something priceless to be found in relation-

door) and entering

thankful to our sponsored members and

ships between people of goodwill, no matter

through it brings its

their families for allowing us sacred entry

how different their backgrounds.

own particular grace.

into their reality.

The essential, God-given dignity of every
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FAITH, FRIENDSHIP, GRATITUDE
AND MERCY

B

efore Al Nhadzar of the Philippines was sponsored at
age 12, he hoped for a sponsor not only to help with his
education, but to have a friend in another part of the world.
“It [the sponsorship] will be a help to me and my
family, especially in my studies,” he said. “I will gain a
friend from the other side of the world, which is a very
important experience for me.”
Al Nhadzar, who goes by Al, found that friend in
Patricia Lazzaro of New York.
Patricia sponsored Al in 2014. A member of her Bible
study group at St. Patrick’s Church in Yorktown Heights
brought profiles of children on Unbound’s waiting list
Al Nhadzar, 14, from the Philippines
hoping to find sponsors for them.
“He has the same birthday as me; that’s
picture and think about him,” she said.
why I picked him. … So there’s a connection,”
In his letters, Al, who’s now 14, talks about
Patricia said.
his family, school and activities. His letters
That connection continues through the
have a cheerful tone, and he doesn’t complain,
exchange of letters and photos.
Patricia said.
“I’m very glad to do this program because
She finds his upbeat spirit remarkable, espeI feel like I’m blessed with what I have in my
cially considering that Al lives in a conflict zone.
life,” Patricia said. “I have a great husband and
He’s part of Unbound’s program based in Zamgreat kids.
boanga in the southern Philippines. The region
“I want to be able to share what I have with
has a long history of armed groups fighting over
others. I feel like this is a program where you
religious, political and clan divisions.
can see the benefits of who you’re helping,”
The Unbound program serves families from
Patricia sent Al a picture of her family and
different faiths — with Catholics, other Christians,
keeps his picture in her office at home.
Muslims and indigenous traditions represented.
“I like that I can sit at my desk and see his
The local Unbound staff and families in the

“We have to remember that God made us all and we’re here
to be ambassadors of Christ, and we should act accordingly
and show love and mercy to everyone.”
— PATRICIA FROM NEW YORK
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program work together to promote harmony in
their communities by planning and carrying out
activities for the children, parents and elders.
Al’s family is Muslim. His mother, Sittimisa,
shared her perspective on promoting peace.
“Have a strong faith, patience and widen your
understanding to obtain peace,” she said.
Rhodora Partosa, Unbound’s coordinator in
Zamboanga, said the sponsorship program emphasizes that we’re all called to promote peace.
“It is a responsibility that each should carry in his
or her actions, words and thoughts for others,” she
said. “We cannot expect a peaceful community or
society if we are not contributing to it.”
For Patricia’s part, she relies on her Catholic
faith to give her strength and the compassion to
love others.

“We have to remember that God made us all
and we’re here to be ambassadors of Christ, and
we should act accordingly and show love and
mercy to everyone,” she said. “When you do
have a strong faith, you are able to show a lot of
mercy and love.”
For Patricia, that means sharing her blessings.
“I’m grateful that I’m able to share with
somebody, and Al just seems like such a lovely
young man, and he seems to really be very
grateful for what he has,” Patricia said. “And I
think it’s taught me some things as well, to be
grateful for whatever we have in life right now.
“Everyone has been given different gifts from
God and has been put in different places. But
we’re all here for a reason, and we should just
be grateful for what we have.”

Sponsored children in the southern Philippines play together. Unbound promotes
peace and harmony in the region through activities with children and families.
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Call us today at (800) 466-7672
or visit parishvisit.org.

Invite an Unbound priest to your parish for a weekend and
give your parishioners a proven way to grow in their faith
while helping others. Learn why, in a 2014 CARA survey,
an overwhelming majority of pastors endorsed Unbound
sponsorship as a blessing for their parishes.

Every pastor wants a community that lives the Gospel. Having
parishioners who go forth to love and serve the Lord begins
with opportunities to put faith into action.

PASTORS WANT THE BEST
FOR THEIR PARISHIONERS
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